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Introduction
Let t be a similarity type and denote by F" the set of firstorder formulas of type t which have their free variables among {xt :i<n). Let
θ C F? be a fixed consistent theory. A program (or rather a program scheme as
defined in [11]) is a prescription which defines the possible next moment states
from the present state, i.e., the program is a state transducer. (A state can be
imagined as the collection of the contents of the memory registers used by the
program.) If this prescription is not unique, i.e., if the program executor may
choose more than one possibility, then the program is said to be nondeterministic. We are interested only in programs which can be represented by a
formula φ E F}n with n > 0 and θ \- Vx3yφ(x,γ). The states are the ^-tuples of
the elements of the underlying set A of some /-type structure A for which A t= θ
holds. The state yGAn
is a possible successor of the state xGA"
iff
A ι= φ(x,γ). The constraints A t= θ and θ h- Vx3γφ(x,y) ensure that for every
state there exists at least one successor state.
Particularly, the so-called wΛ/te-programs with random assignments of the
form x: =? (meaning: set x to any value in the domain; cf. [9]) are of this kind,
provided there are infinitely many definable elements in θ (cf. [1], [2], [12]).
The function R:ω-+An is a standard run of the program φ, if Aι=
Φ(R(i), R(i + 1)) for every iGω. The run halts at the /-th step if R(i) =
R(i + 1). A run, of course, may have several different halting configurations.
Detailed intuitive motivations for these definitions can be found in [3], [5],
and [12].
Given two formulas, φin and φout of F" (called the input and output assertion, respectively), the program φ is partially correct with respect to φin and φouί
if for every Mype model A of θ and for every run R : ω-^A n 9 A t= φin(R(0))
and R(i)=R(i+ 1) imply A ι= φout(R(i)).
The inductive assertion method introduced by Floyd [7] and reformulated
later by Hoare [10] is the most commonly used method for proving partial
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correctness of programs. In our case this method can be restated as follows:
Suppose there is a formula Φ € F? such that (i)-(iii) below are satisfied. Then
the program φ is partially correct with respect to φin and φout.
(i) θ\-φin(x)-+Φ(x)
(ii)
θ\-Φ(x)Λφ(x,y)->Φ(y)
(iii) φ \- Φ(x) Λ φ(x,x) -> ΦoutW
In general the converse implication fails (see, e.g., [1]). One of the possible
explanations of the fact is that the "time-structure" ω in the definition of the run
is first-order undefinable (cf. [2], [8]). The aim of this paper is to give an
alternative definition for the "run" of a program, essentially by allowing other
time-structures, and to prove that under the new definition a completeness
theorem holds, i.e., the new partially correct programs are exactly those which
are Floyd-Hoare derivable. These results as well as the method are natural
extensions of those in [5], and the theorems have an extensive application in the
dynamic logic of programs in [3] and [12]. These two papers make heavy use
of our results. In [6] a somewhat stronger result was stated for deterministic
programs allowing an ordering in the time-structure. The proof, however,
contains an error.
1 Notation, definitions
The structure I with underlying set / is a timestructure if it is of similarity type (s, 0> where 0 is a constant symbol and s is
the successor function and if the following (infinitely many) sentences are valid
in I:
sx = sy -+ x + y
sxΦO
χΦθ-+ iy(sy = x)
χφskx
for k = 1, 2,
Every time-structure is an elementary extension of the standard time structure
l0 = <ω, ',0) where the prime denotes the usual successor function. The elements
of the underlying set of the time-structures are denoted by the letter /.
If t{ and t2 are similarity types, tx < t2 means that t{ and t2 have the same
function and relation symbols with the same arities, and every constant symbol
of t\ is a constant symbol of ί2In the sequel we fix the similarity type r, the consistent theory θ C F®, the
natural number n>0, and the formulas φin, Φout^F?, and 0 G F T 2 Λ . We
assume that φ is a nondeterministic program in 0, i.e.,
Θ\-Vxlyφ(x,y) .
Definition 1.1
The program φ is Floyd-Hoare derivable with respect to φin
and φout (in symbols θ H (Φin,ΦyΦout)) if there is a formula Φ E F τ " such that
flh-φ/Λ(x)-Φ(*)
θ\-Φ(x)*φ(x,y)^Φ(y)
θt-Φ(x)Λφ(x,x)-+Φout(x)
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Definition 1.2
Let A be a r-type model of the theory 0, and I be a
time-structure. The function R:I-+A" is a run of the program φ, if the
following conditions hold:
(i) R describes a step-by-step execution of </>, i.e., for every / G / we have
A\=φ(R(i)9R(si)).
(ii) for every Φ e Fn+m and u G Am9 if A \= Φ(R(0),u) and A ι=
Λ lΦ(R(i)9u)-+Φ(R(si9u)]

then A ι = Λ * ( * ( / ) , " ) .

iei

iei

The time structure I should not be connected, i.e., there can be time points
ij G / such that / Φ skj and j Φ ski for every k G ω. To connect the states R(i)
and R(j) we have to make other constraints beyond (i). The most natural and,
so far, the most successful one is requiring the induction principle: if some
formula holds at the beginning, and for each / G / it inherits from / to the
successor time point si then the formula should always hold. In (ii) this principle
is stated, u is the parameter of the induction. The theorem below holds also
if parameters are not allowed. In the other direction, the theorem can be
strengthened slightly. If we merge the structures I and A and the function R into
a 2-sorted structure then we could speak about induction over 2-sorted formulas.
As a corollary not proved here, the theorem remains valid if we require the
induction principle to hold for every 2-sorted formula containing no quantifier
on time variables (possibly with parameters), but no longer valid if either the
Σ{ or the U{ formulas are in the scope of the induction.
Definition 1.3
The program φ is partially correct with respect to φin and
φout (in symbols θ t= (Φin>Φ>ΦOut)) if f° Γ every τ-type model A of 0, for every
time-structure I, and for every run R :I-+An of φ, if A ι= φin(R(0)) then
A\=/\lR(i)=R(si)^φout(R(i))]

.

iei

2 The result
Theorem

In the remainder of the paper we prove the following:
θ t= (φin,φ, φout) if and only ifβ\- (φin,Φ, Φout).

Proof: The "if" part of this theorem is trivial. Assume now that the program
is partially correct. We look for a derivation, and distinguish two cases. Let
H= {Φ EFn

:θ\-φin(x)->Φ(x), and
θ\-Φ(x)Λφ(x,y)->Φ(y)}

,

the set of candidates for a Floyd-Hoare derivation. Let c and d each denote n
new different constant symbols not in r. Note that //is closed under conjunction, i.e., if Φj and Φ2 G H then Φ{ Λ Φ2 G H.
Case L In every model of the theory
{θ,φin(c),H(d)9φ(d,d)}
the formula φout(d) is valid. Then, by GόdePs Completeness Theorem and by
the fact that H is closed under conjunction, there is a ψ G H such that
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θy-[Φin(c)Λφ(d)Λφ(d9d)]-+φout(d)

.

The constants c and d do not occur in θ so introducing Φ(ΛΓ) = ly Φm(y) Λ
ψ(x), we get
θ\- [Φ(X)ΛΦ(X,X)]-+Φout(x)
This and the obvious Φ E // show the derivability of (Φin9Φ>Φout)'
Case II. Not the case above, i.e.,
Con{θ,φin(c),

H(d), φ(d9d)9

^ΦOut(d)} .

Our aim is to construct a model of θ and a run of φ in this model which show
that φ is not partially correct. To achieve this goal, first we define the syntactical notion of prerun instead of the semantical notion of run. We do not require
the induction principle to hold, instead we list a set of formulas that should be
valid at every time point, and we claim their consistency. Then we pick new constant symbols to denote the first ω states of the wanted run, and show that they,
together with the halting configuration d, form a prerun. The crucial part of the
proof is Lemma 2.4. Here we show how to extend a prerun to satisfy all
parameterless induction with basic formula from the old signature. Finally, we
build up an ω-high tower of preruns the union of which is the desired run. For
the undefined notions consult [4].
Definition 2.1
Let / be a similarity type and Γ C F ? be a theory. The pair
R = (\R,fR) is a (/, 7>prerun, if \R > l0 is a time-structure with the underlying
set IR Ξ> ω, and fR is a function which assigns to every / E IR an w-tuple of
constants of t in such a way that (i) and (ii) below are satisfied. A bit loosely,
but not ambiguously, we write R(i) everywhere instead of fR(i). Let
B*T = Φ E Ft : there exists k E ω - {0} such that
^
Ty-f\Φ{R{i)), and
i<k

TV- Λ Φ ( * , ) Λ φ(xhXi+ι) -*Φ(x*)J ,
and Bτ(x) = {Φ(x): Φ E B*τ}. The conditions are:
(i) T\- φ(R(i), R(si)) for every
(ii) Con(τU

ielR

U{*K*(0):/e/Λ}).

In fact, the set Bιτ depends not only on t and T, but also on the first ω
values of the function fR. These values, however, are omitted from the denotation since they will be the same for every prerun occurring in the proof. Note
that the set Bιτ is also closed under conjunction, a fact which will be used tacitly
many times.
Lemma 2.2
Let R be a (t, T)-prerun. Then there exists a complete theory
S such that T^ScF?
and R is a (t,S)-prerun.
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Proof: It suffices to show that for any β£F?, R is either a (t,TU {β}) or
a (t,TU {-i0})-prerun. If neither of these holds then in both cases (ii) of
Definition 2.1 is violated. This means that there are formulas Φ{ G Bτu{β] and
Φ2 E #fu{-./?} and a finite JClR such that
7MJ{/3}l--iA*i(*(/))
TU{-ij8}i--iA*2(*(0) .
From these we get
7V - A [0->Φi(Λ(/))l Λ [i|8->Φ 2 (Λ(/))] .
But \t(x) Ξ [J3->ΦI(Λ:)] Λ [~iβ-+Φ2(x)] ^Bτ> therefore the assumption in the
lemma gives Com T, A Ψ(R(0) I>a contradiction.
V /€/
/
Lemma 2.3
Lef R be a (t, T)-prerunf and let T be complete. Then there
exist a type r> t and a theory S c /v° such that
(i) Γ ς S , S is complete
(ii) Z? /51 α« (r9S)-prerun
(iii) /ortfierμ ΨGFt\ifT\-

3xΨ(x), then for some constant c from r we have

Sh*(c).

Proof: What we have to prove is the following: Suppose the type r contains the
extra constant symbol c only, βGFt\ and Con(T,β(c)). Then R is an
(r, TU {β(c)})-prerun. If this is not the case, then there are Φ e F?+ι and a
finite JClR such that
(1) ΓU{j8(c)}H-.Λ*(Λ(f),c)
and Φ(x,c) E 5fu{j8(c)} From this latter condition we get
On the other hand, Γis complete, therefore 5f(Λ(/)) C Γ; i.e.,
Π-ΛV^W^ΦWOJ)) .
From this and from (1), Γh- -^β(c), contradicting the assumption Con(T,
β(c)).
In the next lemma we extend a prerun in such a way that in the extension
the validity of the induction principle for each old formula is explicitly stated
either by negating one of the premisses (cases a and b), or by putting all of the
consequences into the new theory (case c).
Lemma 2.4
Let R be a (/, T)-prerun and let Tbe complete. Then there exist
a type r> t, a theory Γ<Ξ s C iv°, and an (r, S)-prerun Q such that
(i) \Q>\R, and QΏR, i.e., R(i) = Q(i) for every / 6 / Λ S I Q
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(ii) for every Φ E F" at least one of the following holds:
a. Si- - I Φ ( Q ( 0 ) )

b. S I - Φ ( Q ( / ) ) Λ - I Φ ( Q ( S / ) ) for some / E / Q

c. there exists χ E £ f such that 7 V Vx(χ(x) -> Φ(JC)) and S h- Φ(Q(i)) for
every

ΪEIQ.

Proof: Tis complete therefore B^(R(i)) C Γ for every / E /#. Let Δ C Ft" be the
set of formulas δ for which
(2) T\- δ(R(i)) for every

iGωdR

(3) 7 V Λ φ (*/) Λ «(*,-) Λ Φ(ΛΓ/,JC/+1) -> δ(x*) for every /r E ω - {0} and
u<k
J
ΦE£f.
Let Z denote the set of integers, and let IQ = IRU Δ X Z. If we define the
function 5 o n / ρ - IR by s(δ,y) = (δj + 1 ) , then we get a time-structure IQ for
which \Q >\R.
Let cδ>y be n new constant symbols for every δ E Δ and j E Z, and let the
type r be the enlargement of t by these constants. Let the function Q be defined
by
Q(i) = \ m
y W
[cδJ

i ί i G l R

if i=(δ,j)GlQ-IR

,

and finally let the theory S C FΓ° be
5 = Γ U U { % δ J ) U { δ ( c δ i 0 ) , -δ(c δ > 1 ), φ ( c δ J , c w ) } : i e Δ , ; 6 Z } .
We claim that S is consistent. It suffices to show that Γis consistent with any
finite part of the big union. Because Γis complete, we may assume that there
is only one δ E Δ which occurs as index in this finite part, and, because BfT is
closed under conjunction, we may assume that only one Φ E BlT occurs. Using
the definition of BlT and the fact that 7 V Vxly φ{x,y), it suffices to show
Con[T, Λ [Φ(cδi-/) Λ φ(cδ,_hcδ,_i+ι)],
\

i<k

δ ( c M ) , -δ(c ό > 1 )]
)

for every k > 0 and Φ E Bγ. But T is complete, therefore from (3)
TV- 3X0. . . 3Xk\ Λ Φ(*/) Λ δ(Xi) Λ φ(XhXM)
Λi δ ( ^ ) ,
li<k
J
which gives the wanted consistency.
Next we prove that Q satisfies (i) and (ii). (i) is trivial from the construction.
For (ii) let Φ E F , " be arbitrary. If there is an / E ω such that TV-Φ(R(i))
then, since Γis complete, Γ ς 5 and R(i) = Q(i), we have Sh- ->Φ(β(/)), i.e.,
either case a or case b holds. If not, then we have two cases. Either there are
k > 0 and φGBr such that
T^

Λ Ψ(Xi) A Φ(*/) Λ φ(XhXM)
li<k

J

-+ Φ{xk)
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or there is no such pair. In the first case χ(x) = ψ(x) Λ Φ(X) G B*T and case c
holds. In the second case Φ G Δ, therefore Φ(cΦ)0) G S and ->Φ(cφjl) G 5, i.e.,
case b holds.
Finally we prove that Q is an (r,S)-prerun. Definition 2.1(i) is immediate,
r
n+m
and (ii) follows from B s{Q{i)) C S. To prove this inclusion, let Φ G Ft and
r
let e = {eu..., em) be constants from r — t such that Φ(x,e) G B s> i.e., for
some £ > 0
S\-/\Φ{Q(i),e)
i<k

S^\/\Φ(xi,e)/\φ(xi,xi+ι)\-+Φ(xk,e) .
m

We may assume that there is an a G Ft with S\- a(e) such that the right-hand
sides of these formulas can be derived from ΓU {a(e)} alone. Now let

Because Q(i) = R(i) for /Gω and the constants e do not occur in T, these
formulas give ψ G Bιτ i.e., ^(<2(/)) G S for every / G /ρ. Now from this and
from S h- α(^) we get S \- Φ(Q(i),e) for every / G /^, as was required.
Returning to the proof of the theorem, Case II, we shall define three
infinite increasing sequences of types, theories, and preruns. We start with the
definition of t0, To, and Ro. Recall that the type r, the theory θ G iv°, and the
formulas φin9 φout G F r " are such that
(4) Con{θ, φin(c), H(d), φ(d,d)9 ^Φout(d)}.
Let c, for / G ω and d be ^-tuples of different constant symbols not occurring
in r, and let to > r be the smallest similarity type containing them. The time
structure \RQ consists of ω and a thread isomorphic to Z endowed with the
usual successor function. The definition of the function Ro goes as follows:
Ko(ι)

" [d otherwise .

Finally, let
T0 = ΘU {φ(chci+ι):ieω}\J
Lemma 2.5

{φin(c0)9

φ(d9d)9 ^ΦOut(d)} .

Ro is a (t0, T0)-prerun.

Proof: (i) of Definition 2.1 is immediate. By the definition of the program,
θ \- Vx3yφ(x,γ), therefore using the same model as in (4) we get
Con(T0, {B%(R0(i)):ieω})

.

If t h e consistency stated in Definition 2.1(ii) does n o t hold, then there are
a formula Φ G F?+m'n+n
a n d constants e - < c 0 , cΪ9.. ,,cm-\)
such t h a t

Φ(*,e,tf)e*£0,i.e.,

(5)

To\-j\Φ(ci9e9d)
i<k
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(6) To\- \/\Φ(xi9e9d)

Λφ(xi9xi+ι)\->Φ(xk9e9d)9

U<k

J

and for some /0 E ω,
,

ToU{Φ(che9d):i<io})r--iΦ(d9e9d)
or, by (5) and (6),
(7) Γ o I--iΦ(rf,e,rf).
m

We may assume k<m, too. Let aEF"'
which

<*(e) Ξ Φi/ι(co) Λ Λ
/+l<m

and βEF?

be the formulas for

Φ(c, , c / + 1 ) ,

β(d) = φ(d,d)Λ-iφout(d)

.

The right-hand sides of (5), (6), and (7) can be derived even from θ U
{oί(e)9 β(d)}. Now let
iK*b) s V*,. . . V**Vy3* Λ Φ(*hXi+ι) A jS(^) -*or(z) Λ Λ Φ(*π*. JO
/<*

L/<A-

J

By (5), θ \- φin(c0) -> ψ(cQ), by (6), θ \- φ(x0) Λ 0(*b,*i) -> ^ ( ^ ) , thus ^ G //.
Choosing x 0 = ^ = . . . = χk = y = d, (4) gives
Con(θ9 *z(β(d)->a(z)

*Φ(d9z9d))9

β(d)) .

But by (7), θ \- Vz[a(z) Λ β(d) -» -iΦ(d,z,d)]9 a contradiction.
Now we have the similarity type tθ9 the theory To C F%9 and the (f0, Γo)^
prerun /?0 such that τ<to,Θ^To,
φin(R0(0)) E Γo, and for some i E / Λ o
Ro(i)=Ro(si)

Λ -iφOI/,(Λo(0) G Γ 0 .

Suppose we have defined ^ , 7^, and Rk for some kEω. By Lemma 2.2
there exists a complete theory 7£ with Tk^T'kC F?k such that i?^ is a (^, Tk)prerun. By Lemma 2.3 we have a type rk > tk and a complete theory Sk of type
A> such that Tk^SkC F?k with every existential formula of Tk satisfied by
some constant of rk. Finally, by Lemma 2.4 there is a type tk+x > rk9 a theory
Tk+ι of type tk+u and a (tk+u Tk+ι)-prerun Λ^ +1 such that Sk^ Tk+ι and
/?/: c Rk+ι, and for every Φ e F?k at least one of the following holds:
(a) Γ* + 1 I--.Φ(Λ* + 1 (O))
(b) Tk+ι i- Φ ( ^ + 1 ( / ) ) Λ -iΦ(Λ* +1 (j/)) for some / eIRk+ι
(c) There exists χ E £^, for which 7^ I- Vx(χ(jc) -> Φ(x)).
Now let t = \J{tk:kGω},
T= \J{Tk:kGω},
and R = \J{Rk:kGω}.
Then
TcF?is a complete theory and 7? is a (tf 7^-prerun since Γ i s a union of an
increasing sequence of complete theories. The constants of the type t form a
model for the theory T; this is ensured by the theories Sk. (Strictly speaking,
certain equivalence classes of constants form this model; see [4].) Let this model
be A, its underlying set be A. We claim that R : IR -+ An is a run of the program
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φ. If this claim is true we are done. Indeed, A is a model of θ^ TOC T,
A t= φin(R(0))9 and for some / G IRQ C IR we have
At= R(i) = R(si) Λ -iφout(R(0)
because these formulas are in Γ o . Therefore the program φ is not partially
correct with respect to φin and φout.
To see the claim, we remark that \R is a time-structure and R is a (/, T)prerun, so (i) of Definition 1.1 is obvious. To check (ii), let φ G Fn+m and let
u G A m be arbitrary. Every element of A is named by a constant of t9 so there
is a Φ G F? such that
At=φ(x9u)++Φ(x) .
But this Φ belongs to F?k for some kG ω; i.e., one of (a), (b), or (c) above
holds. In the case of (a) or (b)
A^Φ(#(0))ΛΛ

[Φ(R(i))^Φ(R(si))] ,

i.e., the premise does not hold. In the case of (c), χ G Bτk C £f, and
B'τ(R(i)) C Γbecause R is a prerun and Γis complete. Therefore A t= χ(i?(/));
i.e., A 1= Φ(Λ(/)) for every iElR.
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